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A GROWTH MARKETING 
CASE STUDY

A prominent independent wealth 
management firm had big goals for 2021 — 
$4 billion in organic growth, according to 
the company’s Chief Digital and Marketing 
Officer and 20-year financial industry 
veteran.

But like many organizations operating in the 
highly-regulated financial services space, this 
company was experiencing an accelerated 
demand for digital engagement and needed 
an expanded and optimized digital customer 
journey to meet the needs of prospective 
customers. 
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In the past, we were always reactive, 
we were always behind the eight ball, 
looking at month-over-month data or 
year-over-year data and then making 
reactive decisions. Now, the team can 

do learnings in real-time and make 
decisions in real-time.

– Chief Digital and Marketing Officer

FULL FUNNEL GROWTH MARKETING

PROMINENT FINANCIAL ADVISORY FIRM
DRIVES $5 BILLION IN NEW REVENUE WITH

In order to accelerate and scale digital growth, the wealth management firm turned 
to TrueVoice Growth Marketing™ to unleash the full power of full funnel growth 
marketing. The organization was able to leverage every part of the journey, at every 
stage of the funnel, in real time, to build and optimize demand and increase and 
convert more qualified leads.

In fact, the organization’s newfound ability to focus and drive success with full funnel 
growth marketing transformed marketing into a revenue driver, resulting in $5 billion 
in new revenue — $1 billion above target.

Among customers, the desire for change in wealth management and a seamless 
digital journey was accelerated during the pandemic. Like every other sector, wealth 
management is now a digitally-native sector. But unlike every other financial services 
provider, this organization is now prepared to thrive. 
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PROBLEM: OVERCOMING THE “NEVER-ENDING MARKETING SPEND”

Previously, the organization had been increasing its marketing and media spending to improve its visibility 
and engagement with prospective clients. But the company’s marketing campaigns underperformed, failing 
to target, let alone motivate, the qualified consumers they wanted to reach. The result: Low penetration and 
high cost-per-engagement. SEM efforts generated high volumes of unqualified traffic and high site bounce 
rates. Because of fragmented data sources – Salesforce, social platform ads, Google Analytics, and Google 
Ads – it was difficult to tap marketing value from existing data. Inefficient SEO, with no integration, also 
resulted in a high cost-per-click rate and a lower-than-acceptable conversion rate.

With imprecise, ad hoc communications, the company was spending hefty marketing dollars, but not raising 
their visibility sufficiently or generating measurable engagement with the potential clients they sought. 
Essentially, the marketing investment was inefficient – not driving the outcomes they needed to justify an 
increase in spending.

“We did not have clearly defined personas,” explains the company’s Chief Digital and Marketing Officer. “We 
had general personas that we would use for marketing, but it was really like throwing darts at a dartboard. 
There was nothing precise about it. Leveraging unique access to our prospects, TrueVoice Growth Marketing 
was able to develop behavioral personas that were truly spectacular, resulting in six distinct hyper-targeted 
personas. This pool was not only within our geographies and fit within our demographics, but were hot leads 
that were consuming information about financial advisors, or retirement planning, or deferred compensation.”

ADOPTING A GROWTH MINDSET AND A
FULL FUNNEL PHILOSOPHY ALLOWS ORGANIZATIONS TO…

Understand how marketing
drives growth and revenue  

Develop a full picture
of marketing’s effectiveness

Become more relevant
to today’s customers

SOLUTION: A NEW, FULL FUNNEL APPROACH REVOLUTIONIZES GROWTH

TrueVoice Growth Marketing™ helped the client embrace a full funnel growth marketing approach 
that turned into its coveted, actively engaged prospects – especially the hard-to-find, most-profitable 
consumers the financial services firm wanted to reach. With its real time access to more than 145 million 
adult consumers, TrueVoice Growth Marketing was able to pinpoint and tap into 11.2 million qualified high 
net worth investors (investable assets of more than $500,000) to create new dynamic audience profiles and 
segmentations. Once the organization understood who its audience really was, it could then leverage an 
array of proprietary operational, technical and marketing services to refine its approach to marketing. 

“With direct access to their precisely targeted prospects, our client was able to become more relevant to 
a larger, better-defined and high-quality pool of potential clients,” said Kurt Genden, Managing Partner, 
TrueVoice Growth Marketing. “In other words, they could reach the right audience at the right time at the right 
place. It is this qualified access that powers a system of full funnel marketing that transformed their marketing 
organization into an engine for growth.”
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RESULT: CAPTURING $5 BILLION IN FULL 
FUNNEL GROWTH ACROSS THE BOARD

TrueVoice Growth Marketing orchestrated a 
responsive and adaptable approach to marketing 
that was unified around strategy and activation. 
This adaptable approach involves technology 
and models that rapidly turn data into precise, 
actionable insights and define new types of 
messaging and content that are relevant, timely, 
and wanted by the targeted consumers. 

With these fully developed cross-channel 
campaigns, the organization was able to 
generate brand awareness, engagement, and 
lead generation with an integrated approach to 
Audience, Content, Activation and Measurement 
based on highly articulated personas and 
client segments. In less than three months, the 
organization was able to integrate data as never 
before across multiple platforms to provide 
a complete program of full funnel demand 
generation with the ability to fast-track decisions 
as conditions changed.

HYPER AUDIENCE 
TARGETING

GROWTH
CONTENT

PRECISION 
ACTIVATION 

DEPLOYMENT
MEASUREMENT

Understanding 
dynamic and 
contextual 
intelligence about 
their audience 
allowed the 
organization to 
create a detailed 
profile of the 
consumers being 
targeted and define 
outreach at the top 
of the funnel and 
implement tactics 
that drive awareness 
and engagement.

The process of 
assessing what 
needs to happen 
and making the 
changes necessary 
from the operating 
model perspective 
were essential for 
the organization’s 
success. TrueVoice 
Growth Marketing 
helped them align 
the organization and 
break down the silos 
between sales and 
marketing, as well 
as the silos between 
the different pools 
of data.

The organization was 
able to synchronize 
people, process, and 
technology to tap 
into the benefits of 
the full funnel growth 
marketing approach 
more quickly, 
ultimately allowing it 
to deploy a channel 
and amplification 
strategy aligned with 
qualified customer 
demand and 
behavior.

Effectively measuring 
across the funnel 
allowed the 
organization to see 
that their marketing 
engine was working 
and that they were 
indeed becoming 
more relevant to a 
larger, better defined, 
and higher quality 
pool of people 
— and optimize 
that messaging 
based on real-time 
response with cross-
platform, multi-
touch attribution 
measurement.
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THE FUTURE OF REVENUE GROWTH IS FULL FUNNEL

Performance marketing returns have recently plateaued — or worse, declined — thanks to inflation in digital 
media costs and customer saturation in some highly targeted ad markets. Widely available automation tools 
have also commoditized the execution of performance marketing, making it difficult to secure a significant 
competitive advantage. 

Full funnel growth marketing meets these changes in marketing and consumer behavior head-on, combining 
the power of both brand building and performance marketing through linked teams, measurement systems 
and key performance indicators. 

Ultimately, it creates space for an organization to connect the dots between sales and marketing and leverage 
its existing technology investment across the funnel to drive alignment, growth, and competitive advantage. 
Growth requires customer-centricity, and real customer-centricity requires a deep and connected view of the 
customer, supported by real-time integrated insights. TrueVoice Growth Marketing can help you meet the 
demands of your constantly evolving customer journey.
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TrueVoice Growth Marketing not only helped us orchestrate close team collaboration 
to harness the complete range of marketing capabilities that increased the impact of 

all campaigns, but they also enabled our organization to take control of the levers that 
transformed marketing into a revenue center.

– Chief Digital and Marketing Officer

ABOUT TRUEVOICE GROWTH MARKETING

TrueVoice Growth Marketing™ unleashes the full power of full funnel marketing to accelerate demand, 
increase qualified leads, and drive meaningful growth. We use AI and precision targeting to help 
clients find their most valuable customers and nurture their experiences across the marketing funnel. 
TrueVoice is a Dun & Bradstreet Open Ratings top performer and trusted partner to Fortune 100 clients 
across an array of highly-regulated sectors including government, healthcare, insurance, financial 
services, and manufacturing.


